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Abstract

Cognitive control has long been one of the most active areas of computational modeling work

in cognitive science. The focus on computational models as a medium for specifying and develop-

ing theory predates the PDP books, and cognitive control was not one of the areas on which they

focused. However, the framework they provided has injected work on cognitive control with new

energy and new ideas. On the occasion of the books’ anniversary, we review computational mod-

eling in the study of cognitive control, with a focus on the influence that the PDP approach has

brought to bear in this area. Rather than providing a comprehensive review, we offer a framework

for thinking about past and future modeling efforts in this domain. We define control in terms of

the optimal parameterization of task processing. From this vantage point, the development of con-

trol systems in the brain can be seen as responding to the structure of naturalistic tasks, through

the filter of the brain systems with which control directly interfaces. This perspective lays open a

set of fascinating but difficult research questions, which together define an important frontier for

future computational research.
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1. Introduction

As we reflect on the impact of the PDP volumes over the quarter century since their

initial publication, it also seems a good time to assess developments, over the same per-

iod, in the study of cognitive control. There is, after all, a close historical alignment

between the emergence of connectionism and the emergence of cognitive control as a

well-defined topic of research. Like connectionism, which drew ideas from early pioneers

such as Hebb (1949), Selfridge (1988), and Rosenblatt (1958), the field of cognitive
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control also took root in trail-blazing research in the middle of the 20th century, includ-

ing that of Lashley (1951), Miller, Galanter, and Pribram (1960), and Atkinson and Shif-

frin (1968). However, just as connectionism crystallized in the 1980s with the publication

of the PDP books, it was not until that same time that various threads came together to

establish cognitive control as a well-defined and intensive area of research. In cognitive

psychology, the work of Posner and Snyder (1975), Shiffrin and Schneider (1977), Nor-

man and Shallice (1986), and Baddeley (Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974) com-

bined to introduce the distinction between controlled and automatic processing, and the

notion of a central executive or supervisory system, within the psychological canon.

These ideas resonated with a contemporaneous burgeoning of research in neuropsycholo-

gy and neurophysiology focused on the role of the prefrontal cortex in control functions

such as task representation (Lhermitte, 1983; Luria, 1973), the temporal integration of

behavior (Fuster 1985, 1989), planning (Duncan, 1986; Passingham, 1993; Shallice,

1982), performance monitoring (Petrides & Milner, 1982), and working memory mainte-

nance (Fuster & Alexander, 1971; Goldman-Rakic, 1987).

An initial point of contact between the PDP movement and research on control was in

the domain of computational modeling. The PDP approach stimulated efforts to develop

explicit, runnable computational models of control, capable of addressing both detailed

behavioral data and relevant neuroscientific findings. Certainly, computational ideas had

played an important role in cognitive control research from very early on. Indeed, the

very notion of control arose in part through an analogy to computer architecture (Atkin-

son & Shiffrin, 1968) and was inspired by cybernetic control theory in engineering (e.g.,

Miller et al., 1960). However, the advent of PDP, alongside the growing influence of pro-

duction system modeling (Anderson, 1983; Laird, Newell, & Rosenbloom, 1987), ushered

in a new era in control research in which computational modeling assumed a central role

in the expression and development of theory and the generation of experimental predic-

tions. Furthermore, unlike other theoretical developments, the PDP framework tethered

the development of models to a consideration of how the mechanisms they specified

could be implemented by the brain.

Despite the side-by-side emergence of connectionism and research on cognitive control,

as well as their shared focus on computation, the theoretical perspectives adopted by these

two appeared at least initially to be quite different. The PDP framework, in some of its most

influential applications, focused on distributed representation, heterarchical processing, and

emergence. In contrast, early control research seemed fundamentally tied to principles of

symbolic representation, sequential hierarchical processing, and modularity. Some of the

most important early developments in both PDP and cognitive control sprang from efforts

to confront and perhaps reconcile these two perspectives (see Cooper, 2010). Nevertheless,

the PDP approach initially came under attack for its supposed failure to address complex

cognitive processes that demand cognitive control, such as planning and problem solving.

From this, it was often inferred that understanding such processes (and cognitive control

itself) requires a more abstract, symbolic level of analysis than the PDP approach affords.

However, subsequent work has shown this to be a misconception. Substantial progress has

been made using the PDP approach to understand the mechanisms upon which cognitive
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control is built. Furthermore, as this work matures, we find that it is coming into increasing

contact with issues that dominated the early, classic PDP work, especially those concerning

the influence of learning mechanisms and the environment on the nature of representations.

With an eye toward such issues, the present article pursues two goals. The first is to

consider the still-unfolding computational era in control research and attempt to digest

what it has yielded so far. Our second, and perhaps more important, goal is to consider

where the field needs to head next. In pursuing these goals, we will not attempt to pro-

vide a comprehensive survey of past work (for this, see Botvinick, 2008; Miller & Cohen,

2001; O’Reilly, Herd, & Pauli, 2010). Furthermore, with apologies to esteemed col-

leagues, we will tend to concentrate on our own efforts in the field as illustrative of the

contributions that the PDP approach has brought to bear. Rather than a literature review,

what we seek to provide is a conceptual framework within which the accomplishments

and limitations of past work can be clearly identified, and which throws into relief the

most pressing current challenges.

The framework we offer groups computational modeling studies into three categories,

pursued in three sequential epochs, each defined by a particular focal question. The earliest

PDP-inspired models of cognitive control focused primarily on the entry-level question of

how control functions influence information processing. These models sought to specify

the mechanisms by which control might exert its “top-down,” regulative effects on infor-

mation processing. This first wave of models sets the scene for a second phase, the scope

of which expanded to embrace the question of how control is adapted to current demands,

and the closely related question of how control might emerge from learning and experi-

ence. These models asked: How do control functions decide what regulative actions to

take? What are the “bottom-up” factors that govern the selection and modulation of “top-

down” control signals? And how is the response of the control system to such factors

tuned through learning? As we shall detail, an important development in this phase of the

modeling enterprise involved bringing to bear principles of optimization, with links being

established to work on reinforcement learning and perceptual decision making.

Our view, and the central assertion of the present paper, is that a computational under-

standing of cognitive control is presently on the threshold of a third, critically important

phase. The pivotal question for this phase of research is harder to articulate, and indeed

is only slowly coming into focus, but it centers on the issue of structure: How and why

does the control system—its architecture and the representations and operations that

inhere within it—come to assume its specific form or functional organization? And how

does this reflect and adapt to the structure of the task environment? As we shall explain,

we believe that confronting these and related questions concerning the structure of control

represent a necessary step toward understanding how control operates in the setting of

complex, naturalistic behavior.

Cutting across each of the territories of research that we will examine are two critical

features of control: Its remarkable flexibility (regarding the diversity of behavior it sup-

ports), and its equally striking constraints (regarding the number of control-demanding

behaviors that can be executed at once). The challenge of accounting for these two char-

acteristics will provide an additional, overarching theme in our survey.
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Although the anniversary of the PDP books provides the occasion for the present work,

our objective is not specifically to argue for a connectionist approach to control function,

and indeed we will not limit ourselves strictly to a discussion of PDP-inspired models. Nev-

ertheless, two core tenets of the PDP approach are central to the work we discuss. The first

is the basic assumption that behavior emerges out of an interaction among three elements:

(a) the structure of the behavioral domain, defined by a specific set of environmental states

or circumstances, available actions, and action-effects; (b) the native structure of the infor-

mation-processing architecture itself, which is necessarily constrained by its implementation

in the brain; and (c) a set of domain-general learning and decision-making mechanisms,

which can be understood as optimizing behavior relative to a specific objective function.

The second basic tenet of the PDP approach that we will advocate is the dictum that one

should avoid stipulating what one seeks to explain (see McClelland et al., 2010; Plaut &

McClelland, 2000). The ability to explain seemingly irreducible aspects of behavior in terms

of more basic underlying principles and mechanisms is a core strength of the PDP approach,

and this will provide the gold standard against which we evaluate past and prospective

future computational work on cognitive control.

2. Phase 1: The implementation of control mechanisms and their influence on
processing

2.1. Controlled versus automatic processing

By the early 1980s, when the PDP framework first began to emerge as a theoretical

force, the distinction between controlled and automatic processes had assumed a central

position in cognitive psychology. Controlled processes were characterized as slow, effort-

ful, and dependent on a limited-capacity central resource that rendered them subject to

competition from other control-demanding processes, and to interference from automatic

processes that favored competing responses. In their landmark treatment of the topic, Pos-

ner and Snyder (1975) pointed to the Stroop task (Stroop, 1935) as a canonical example

of the distinction between a controlled process (color naming) and an automatic one

(word reading). In the Stroop task, participants are presented with a written word dis-

played in color (e.g., GREEN), and asked to either read the word (say “green”) or name

the color in which it is displayed (say “red”). Word reading is invariably faster and rela-

tively impervious to influence from the color of the display. Conversely, color naming is

slower and is influenced by the nature of the word—if it agrees (e.g., RED), then color

naming is faster than if it does not (as in the example above). Posner and Snyder pointed

to the characteristics of word reading as diagnostic of an automatic process (fast, immune

to interference, but able to produce it), and of color naming as controlled (slower and

subject to interference). Posner and Snyder’s interpretation was compelling and played a

dominant role in framing ensuing research on attention and control. However, several

problems began to emerge with their account and other theories that invoked the notion

of control (e.g., Baddeley, 1986; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974).
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First, these accounts implied a qualitative and absolute distinction between controlled

and automatic processing: Either a process was controlled or it was automatic. However,

this idea quickly came under attack, as observations accumulated of putatively automatic

processes that were subject to interference and, conversely, controlled processes that

could be made to appear automatic (see Kahneman & Treisman, 1984; MacLeod, 1991

and Cohen et al., 1990 for reviews). The discrete distinction between controlled and auto-

matic processing gradually yielded to the view that processes lie along a continuum of

automaticity (e.g., Kahneman & Treisman, 1984; Cohen et al., 1990), based on degree of

practice (see Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977), and that the reliance of a process on control

depends not only on its absolute position along the continuum but also on its position

relative to other processes with which it finds itself in competition (e.g., MacLeod &

Dunbar, 1988).

Another, more important limitation of early theories of control was their focus on phe-

nomenology rather than mechanism. Controlled processing was described as “effortful,”

“capacity limited,” and sequential in nature. However, no account was given for how it

was implemented in a physical system, no less the brain. The emergence of production

system models provided one response to this concern. Production systems comprise col-

lections of condition-action rules that compete for expression based on the activity of

propositions in declarative (working) memory. Norman and Shallice (1986) defined con-

trolled processes in terms of a superordinate set of productions that controlled the state of

working memory and thus the execution of behavior. Frameworks such as Anderson’s

ACT* (Anderson, 1983) and Newell’s SOAR (Laird et al., 1987) offered the first “unified

theories of cognition” in terms of production systems and were used to implement spe-

cific cognitive processes in terms of production system mechanisms, including the direc-

tion of attention and control of behavior. Others followed, such as EPIC (Meyer &

Kieras, 1997a) and ACT-R (Anderson, 1993), a revision of ACT* that incorporates nor-

mative constraints on its mechanisms and continues to play an important role in modeling

cognitive function. However, an initial limitation of production system architectures was

the lack of a clear mapping onto brain function (see Anderson et al., 2008 for some more

recent developments in ACT-R). Cohen, Dunbar, and McClelland (1990) addressed this

challenge by developing a PDP model of the Stroop effect. This model provided an

account of automaticity and the role of control in processing in terms of the basic ele-

ments of typical PDP models, without recourse to any special or qualitatively distinct

mechanisms needed for control. This model became a foundation for much of the sub-

sequent work on cognitive control using the PDP framework. Their model is depicted in

Fig. 1.

2.2. The Stroop model

Task performance is simulated as the flow of activity from a set of processing units

representing features of the stimulus through a set of associative units to ones represent-

ing potential responses. Connections along the word pathway are stronger than the color

pathway, implementing the easier (faster, more accurate) performance of word reading
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relative to color naming arising from greater (and/or more consistent) experience with the

former. As a result, when the model is presented with conflicting inputs (e.g., the color

red and the word green), it will respond to the word—just as a person might if not

instructed to name the color. However, given the task of naming the color, a person can

exercise control by responding “red” to such a stimulus. In the model, this is achieved by

activating the color-naming unit in the task layer of the network. This unit sends addi-

tional biasing activity to the intermediate units in the color pathway, so that they are

more responsive to their inputs. In this way, the model can selectively “attend” to the

color dimension and respond accordingly. It is worth emphasizing that the increase in

responsivity of the intermediate units is achieved simply by the additional top–down input

provided by the task unit. This effect exploits the non-linearity of the activation function

of the processing units (see Cohen et al., 1990 or Cohen, Aston-Jones, & Gilzenrat, 2004

for fuller explanations), but it does not require any special or qualitatively distinct appara-

tus. The key observation is that attention, and corresponding control of behavior, emerges

from the activation of a representation of the task to be performed and its influence on

units that implement the set of possible mappings from stimuli to responses.

Fig. 1. A PDP model of the Stroop effect (after Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990), implementing the

basic principles of guided activation theory (GAT). Units correspond to representations of the different stimu-

lus features, responses, associations between them, and control representations that select between the two

pathways through top–down biasing. Thicker connections in the word-reading pathway denote strong connec-

tion strengths assumed to have arisen from greater practice with this task. In this model, the control represen-

tations correspond to the stimulus dimensions relevant to performance of the Stroop task. However, other

control representations are assumed to exist that can bias (select) pathways appropriate for the performance

of other tasks (see text and Fig. 6).
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The model provides a mechanistically explicit and neurobiologically plausible account

of the phenomena associated with automaticity and controlled processing. It describes the

continuum of automaticity in terms of the strengths of the connections in processing path-

ways that are accrued through learning. It explains why reliance on control is dependent

not only on the absolute strength of a pathway (weaker ones need more top–down sup-

port) but also its strength relative to competing pathways: When a stimulus processed by

a stronger pathway favors a competing response, greater top–down support is needed for

responses that depend on processing in the weaker, task-relevant pathway, so that it can

compete with processing in the stronger but “distracting” pathway. The same process,

performed in isolation or when placed in competition with a weaker pathway will rely

less on control. Thus, the demands for control depend dually on practice and

circumstance.

2.3. Guided activation theory

The idea that a pattern of activity over units in a neural network can function as an

explicit representation of a task, and thereby implement a form of control, has proven

useful for interpreting the contribution of prefrontal cortex to control. This has led to the

development of the guided activation theory (GAT), which proposes that representations

in prefrontal cortex (of tasks or goals) exert control over behavior by providing top–down
biases that guide the flow of activity along processing pathways (“intermediate units”) in

posterior structures responsible for task execution (Cohen & Servan-Schreiber, 1992;

Cohen, Braver, & O’Reilly, 1996; Miller & Cohen, 2001). GAT helps integrate the well-

documented associations of PFC with working memory (e.g., Cohen et al., 1997; Gold-

man-Rakic, 1987), executive function (Duncan, 1986; Shallice, 1982), attention (Banich

et al., 2000; Knight, 1997; Stuss & Benson, 1986), and behavioral inhibition (Fuster,

1980; Lhermitte, 1983; Luria, 1969), by proposing that PFC is responsible for the active

maintenance (representation in working memory) of task information (responsible for the

execution of goal-directed behavior) that is particularly critical when task-relevant behav-

ior demands that interference from distracting sources of information be ignored (atten-

tion) and/or competing response tendencies be overcome (inhibition). Models

implementing this type of mechanism have successfully simulated detailed aspects of nor-

mal human performance in a variety of tasks known to engage PFC (e.g., Braver, Cohen,

& Servan-Schreiber, 1995; Cohen & Servan-Schreiber, 1992; Dehaene & Changeux,

1989, 1992), as well as behavioral deficits in conditions associated with disturbances of

PFC (e.g., Braver, Barch, & Cohen, 1999; Frank, Seeberger, & O’Reilly, 2004).

Stepping back from the details of the Stroop model, or GAT more generally, we can

characterize the view of control they offer as one in which a set of representations is used

to parameterize the processes required to perform a given task. This parameterization is

different from the one involved in learning: Whereas learning involves changes in system

structure (e.g., synaptic weights) based on the absorption of new information from the

environment, control involves the activation of a set of established representations, whose

effect is to transiently adapt the parameters of information processing elsewhere in the
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system in the service of performing a particular task. The representations and correspond-

ing processing parameters are not limited in kind to those involved in the Stroop model.

They may pertain to a wide variety of processes and regulate everything from response

thresholds in simple decision tasks to the criteria used for retrieval from semantic mem-

ory. What unites the relevant representations and parameters under the rubric of control

is that they transiently adapt the target processes (perceptual, motor, attentional, or mem-

ory) to the specific demands of the current situation, as defined by experienced or inferred

outcome and reward contingencies.

This general view of control as process parameterization characterizes a number of

recent formal theories, in addition to GAT (e.g., Cooper & Shallice, 2000; Dayan, 2007;

Dehaene & Changeux, 1997; Salinas, 2004; Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013). Despite

differences in the way the idea is applied across these accounts, a common assumption is

that the system already possesses the appropriate representations required to perform (i.e.,

parameterize processing for) a given task, and that these representations are activated to

an appropriate degree when needed. Accounts that begin with this assumption are subject

to the same criticism as earlier models of control: They invoke a “homunculus”—a

source of unexplained intelligence—to explain critical features of the phenomena or

behaviors in question. Recent work has begun to address this concern. One line of work

has focused on the question of how task representations arise and how they are organized.

We will consider this below. First, however, we consider efforts that address how task

representations are regulated based on the demands for control and updated in response

to changes in the task environment. Elaborations of GAT have addressed these concerns.

3. Phase 2: Disarming the homunculus: The self-regulation of control

3.1. Recruitment of control

A long-standing observation, consistent with the limited capacity for control, is that

people adjust their allocation of control as circumstances demand. This is most clearly

demonstrated by sequential adjustment effects, in which improvements in performance

are observed on trials following a lapse in performance signaling a need for greater allo-

cation of control. For example, an early observation was that people are less prone to an

error on a trial following one in which they previously erred, an effect commonly known

as the Rabbitt (1966) effect after its discoverer. This effect is frequently associated with

slower responding, presumably reflecting more cautious and controlled performance on

post-error trials (Laming, 1979). Numerous similar observations have been made, includ-

ing an enhancement in selective attention following trials in which there was processing

conflict (such as the Stroop task, described above), even in the absence of any errors

(e.g., Carter et al., 2000; Gratton, Coles, & Donchin, 1992; Logan, Zbrodoff, & Fostey,

1983; Tzelgov, Henik, & Berger, 1992). These observations suggest that people adap-

tively adjust control, allocating less to a task when it is needed less but increasing it

when circumstances signal the need.
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Two classes of models have been proposed for how a system might adaptively adjust

its allocation of control. One proposes that this involves an error-monitoring system. This

was motivated by the observation of a scalp-recorded electrophysiological potential—the

error-related negativity (ERN)—that is selectively enhanced shortly after the commission

of errors in speeded-response tasks (Falkenstein, Hohnsbein, & Hoorman, 1995; Gehring,

Goss, Coles, Meyer, & Donchin, 1993). The ERN has been proposed to reflect a negative

reward prediction error mediated by the dopamine reinforcement learning system that sig-

nals the failure to receive an expected reward following commission of an error (Holroyd

& Coles, 2002). This hypothesis has been implemented in the form of a PDP model (Hol-

royd, Yeung, Coles, & Cohen, 2005) and used to account for a variety of data concerning

the ERN. One problem with error-monitoring theories, however, is that they fail to

account for adjustments of control when no error has been made. As noted above, such

adjustments have been observed even in the absence of errors. Remarkably, so has the

ERN (Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004). Furthermore, these observations closely paral-

leled one of the most consistent findings in the neuroimaging literature: The association

of activity in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) with the difficulty of task performance

(Paus, Koski, Caramanos, & Westbury, 1998). These observations inspired the develop-

ment of a complementary proposal regarding the regulation of control: The conflict moni-

toring hypothesis (Botvinick, 2004; Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter, 2004; Cole, Yeung,

Freiwald, & Botvinick, 2010; see Shenhav et al., 2013 for a review).

This hypothesis built on the observation, articulated early on by Berlyne (1957), that

those circumstances that demand control are typically characterized by the presence of

processing conflict (e.g., the conflict between saying “red” vs. “green” in the example of

the Stroop task above). Such conflict predisposes to errors. However, even in the absence

of an error, conflict incurs performance costs in the form of slower responses. Both can

be mitigated by the recruitment of control. A series of empirical and computational mod-

eling studies have demonstrated that both ACC activity and the ERN are closely associ-

ated with conflicts in processing, and that their temporal profiles (at the resolution of tens

of milliseconds in the case of the ERN) can be predicted by the level of processing con-

flict in the network (Botvinick, Nystrom, Fissell, Carter, & Cohen, 1999; Botvinick et al.,

2001; Carter et al., 1998; Yeung et al., 2004). In the models, conflict is quantified as the

coactivation of competing representations (e.g., the red and green response units in

Fig. 1; see Fig. 2 for relationship with conflict monitoring). More important, modeling

work has shown that using the conflict signal to recruit control provides a quantitative

account of sequential adjustments in performance that are observed across a variety of

tasks and measures of performance (Botvinick, 2004; Botvinick et al., 2001). Recent

work has extended this idea, suggesting that the ACC may be responsive more broadly to

uncertainty, surprise, or both (Alexander & Brown, 2011; Ide, Shenoy, Angela, &

Chiang-shan, 2013; Rushworth & Behrens, 2008).

Models of error, conflict, and uncertainty monitoring all provide examples of how

adjustments in control can emerge in a self-regulating manner, based on local computa-

tions, without recourse to a homunculus. Understanding the relevant processes—and

resolving some attendant controversies (see Botvinick, 2007a; Cole et al., 2010;
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Ullsperger et al., 2005)—remains an important challenge for contemporary research.

However, there are also important reasons for expanding beyond performance monitoring

as a paradigm for understanding the self-regulation of control (see, e.g., Pezzulo & Cas-

telfranchi, 2009; Shenhav et al., 2013). While current theories of performance monitoring

do take a first step toward “disarming the homunculus,” they do not address a looming,

and perhaps more fundamental question: How are control representations themselves cho-

sen, and updated as task circumstances change? The homunculus continues to lurk in

explanatory recesses.

3.2. Updating of control representations

An important advance that addressed the question of how control representations are

updated was the introduction of a gating mechanism. This is proposed to regulate access

to the part of the system responsible for actively maintaining task representations (e.g.,

PFC). In the absence of a gating signal, inputs have a weak influence on PFC, allowing

representations that are currently active to persist and guide performance. However, when

Allocation of
Control

Conflict
Monitoring

Anterior
Cingulate

Modulation
of Control

Gating

Learning

VTA (DA)

Active
Maintenance

PFC

Fig. 2. Expanded PDP model showing mechanisms for the adaptive, self-regulation of cognitive control. This

includes a conflict monitoring mechanism (proposed to be served by anterior cingulate cortex) that modulates

the activity of control representations, and an adaptive gating mechanism (proposed to be served by brainstem

dopaminergic nuclei) that regulates the updating of control representations in prefrontal cortex. In this version

of the gating model, afferents to prefrontal cortex are regulated directly by dopaminergic projections. How-

ever, alternative models have been proposed in which dopamine serves to train a gating mechanism imple-

mented by the basal ganglia (see text).
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a gating signal occurs, inputs are enhanced, allowing the updating of representations. The

gating signal is presumed to occur only when there is an indication that the task to be

performed has changed, and a new one should be pursued. The idea of a gating mecha-

nism was inspired by computational work demonstrating that, in general, gating mecha-

nisms are an effective way to regulate the updating of working memory (Hochreiter &

Schmidhuber, 1997; Zipser, Kehoe, Littlewort, & Fuster, 1993) and have been shown to

be of particular importance for the updating of task and/or goal representations (Todd,

Niv, & Cohen, 2008). Several models have been proposed for how a gating mechanism

might be implemented in the brain, most of which assign an important role to dopamine

(e.g., Braver & Cohen, 2000; Frank, Loughry, & O’Reilly, 2001).

The involvement of dopamine presents a potential solution to a critical challenge for

the gating hypothesis: To explain how the system learns when to trigger a gating signal.

Phasic dopamine signals have been proposed to implement a form of reinforcement learn-

ing (Montague, Dayan, & Sejnowski, 1996). According to this theory, the phasic release

of dopamine acts as a learning signal that is used to predict when rewards will occur.

Consistent with this theory, there is growing evidence that dopamine neurons fire in

response to events associated with reward prediction errors—that is, unexpected events

that are associated with a subsequent reward (e.g., Roesch, Calu, & Schoenbaum, 2007;

Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997). These are also precisely the conditions under which

a gating signal should occur—when an unexpected event signals the opportunity for

reward that can be obtained by redirecting behavior. Thus, the release of dopamine when

a gating signal should occur can strengthen the likelihood that this signal will occur under

similar circumstances in the future, providing an adaptive, self-organizing mechanism for

learning the timing of gating signals.

The computational plausibility of the gating hypothesis has been established in at least

two different types of models. One proposes that dopamine release simultaneously imple-

ments the gating signal in PFC (where task representations are presumed to reside) and

the learning signal used to train dopaminergic nuclei when this should occur (Braver &

Cohen, 2000; see Fig. 2). This model is simple and exploits the idea that both the gating

and learning effects of dopamine may be implemented by the same physiological mecha-

nism: gain control (Cohen, Braver, & Brown, 2002; Seamans & Yang, 2004; Servan-

Schreiber, Printz, & Cohen, 1990). A variant of this model proposes that dopamine is

used to train the timing of the gating signal, but that the gating mechanism itself is

implemented by the basal ganglia (Frank et al., 2001; see Fig. 3, top left). While these

models differ with regard to the source of the gating signal, both make the same general

prediction: That, at least while performing a new task, gating signals and updating of

representations in PFC should be accompanied by the phasic release of dopamine.

3.3. Optimization and control

A growing trend in psychological and neuroscientific research is the development and

testing of normative theory, which seeks to define the optimal mechanisms for performing

a given function. This approach is particularly natural for the study of control, which can
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be defined as the optimization of performance in the service of a goal. GAT can be

viewed as an instantiation of this approach, in asserting that the purpose of control repre-

sentations is to parameterize (bias) processing to perform the desired task most effec-

tively. This approach has been developed most explicitly in analyses of simple forms of

decision making (e.g., using the drift diffusion model of two-alternative forced choice

tasks; Ratcliff, 1978), which have revealed that there are unique parameters (e.g., the

threshold for information accumulation that triggers a response, or biases in the starting

point for the accumulation process) that optimize ecologically relevant metrics (such as

the rate of rewards accrued). Empirical studies suggest that people can often approximate

these optimal parameters (e.g., Balci et al., 2011; Bogacz, Hu, Holmes, & Cohen, 2010;

Bogacz et al., 2006; Simen et al., 2009), and similar analyses have been applied to adap-

tive adjustments in attentional control (e.g., Yeung & Monsell, 2003). The models of

Fig. 3. Top left: Schematic of the gating model proposed by O’Reilly and Frank (2006), during performance

of a task requiring maintenance of the stimuli “1” and “A” in working memory. At the point shown, a “1”

has already occurred and has been gated into a prefrontal (PFC) stripe via a pathway through the striatum,

substantia nigra (SNr), and thalamus (thal). At the moment shown, an “A” stimulus occurs (Stim) and is

gated into another PFC stripe. Two levels of context are thus represented. Top right: The network studied by

Botvinick and Plaut (2004). Arrows indicate all-to-all connections. Only a subset of units in each layer is

depicted. Botvinick and Plaut (2004) applied this network architecture to the problem of learning subtask

hierarchies in goal-directed behavior involving object manipulation. The resulting model developed internal

representations that reflected the temporal relations among coherent action subsequences. When these internal

representations were degraded, the model committed errors informed by the hierarchical structure of the tar-

get task, matching patterns seen in empirical studies of everyday slips of action. Bottom: The hierarchical

model studied by Botvinick (2007b).
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performance monitoring described above provide a mechanism by which these optimiza-

tions may be implemented. On this view, performance monitoring mechanisms serve to

improve performance by optimizing the deployment of control itself. For example, they

may be used to identify and implement the optimal threshold for a decision making pro-

cess (e.g., Simen, Cohen, & Holmes, 2006), or the optimal trade-off between different

forms of control (e.g., anticipatory vs. reactive; see Braver, Gray, & Burgess, 2007;

Botvinick, 2007a; Jimura, Locke, & Braver, 2010; Kool, McGuire, Rosen, & Botvinick,

2010; McGuire & Botvinick, 2010).

Most work on optimization to date has focused either on how rewards are maximized,

or on how costs of performance (i.e., errors, conflict, or uncertainty) can be minimized.

However, there is strong reason to believe that the execution of control itself registers as

a cost. Experiments on task choice have identified a robust pattern of demand avoidance

(Kool & Botvinick, 2014; Kool et al., 2010), with the degree of task avoidance tied to its

tendency to engage neural regions implicated in control function, including dorsal cingu-

late and dorsolateral prefrontal cortices (Kool, Wang, McGuire, & Botvinick, 2013;

McGuire & Botvinick, 2010). Integrating the cost of control with the broader optimiza-

tion perspective, we recently proposed that people make decisions about whether and

how to engage in a control-demanding task by taking account of the expected value of

control (EVC)—that is, an estimate of the benefits that would accrue from performance

of the task, discounted both by the risks of failure as well as the costs of control scaled

by the intensity of control required to perform the task (Shenhav et al., 2013). Thus, the

EVC theory offers a normative perspective on how decisions about the allocation of

control may be made.

Recent work has also begun to apply normative approaches to understanding the func-

tion of the gating mechanism. One fundamental observation that has emerged is that

working memory coupled with a gating mechanism is a powerful, and potentially optimal,

solution to the problem faced by reinforcement learning mechanisms operating in

partially observable environments (i.e., ones in which the information needed to choose

optimally is not all presently available). Working memory can be used to preserve such

information until it is needed, in effect translating a partially observable Markovian deci-

sion process into a simple Markovian one, for which reinforcement learning algorithms

are provably optimal (Bertsekas & Tsitsiklis, 1996; Sutton & Barto, 1998). The challenge

then becomes how to determine what information should be gated into and stored in

WM, and when this should be updated. Using reinforcement learning to train the gating

mechanism addresses this problem (Peshkin, Meuleau, & Kaelbling, 1999), with perfor-

mance characteristics that closely resemble those of human performance (Todd et al.,

2008).

4. Phase 3: Banishing the homunculus: The structure of control

The critical message to be drawn from the work reviewed above is that control can be

viewed usefully as a tuning process, whereby parameters are dynamically adjusted to suit
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current task demands. However, there is an important limitation of this work, which is

that it presupposes a set of representations (e.g., of tasks, thresholds, biases, etc.) that can

implement the parameterization, and a set of processes upon which the parameter optimi-

zation operates. That is, most models of cognitive control assume from the outset a par-

ticular structure for the processing system, and a particular set of control signals (i.e.,

representations of tasks, thresholds, etc.) that can parameterize the processing system to

perform the desired task, limiting consideration to the dynamics of the resulting interac-

tions. Without further development, this approach runs the risk of stipulating at least part

of what it purports to explain. A full computational account of control must also explain

how control signals and their influence on task processes are themselves learned. If con-

trol can be thought of as optimizing over a set of parameters governing information-

processing operations, how are the parameterizations themselves learned? Rather than

asking only how control processes regulate information processing, or how they are them-

selves regulated, we need to try to understand how the representations and processes that

are intrinsic to control themselves emerge. Only then can we consider the homunculus to

have been truly banished.

In pursuing this effort, one attractive approach is to think about the computational

problem that these representations and processes are meant to solve (Marr, 1982). We

suggest that the overall problem facing the control system is to find an efficient but flexi-

ble way of representing a wide range of task parameters, given a distribution of naturally

occurring behavioral situations. The notion of optimization comes into play here once

again, but in a new role. In considering the role of control above, the optimization prob-

lem was to find a set of parameters that optimizes performance of a particular task. Here,

we are looking at a metaoptimization problem: Given a particular distribution of naturally

occurring tasks, how can the control system itself be configured so as to optimize perfor-

mance across tasks? The objective function here involves not only single-task perfor-

mance but also the generalizability of control—that is, the efficiency (“economy of

scale”) gained by using similar representations to control multiple tasks. The latter relies

on the opportunity to transfer across tasks, including scaling up from simple to more

complex tasks (see Taylor & Stone, 2009).

Our suspicion is that control exploits structure in the space of naturally occurring tasks

just as coding in vision is shaped by the statistics of naturally occurring scenes (see, e.g.,

Bell & Sejnowski, 1997; Fiser, Berkes, Orban, & Lengyel, 2010) and motor codes are

shaped by the structure of natural movements (Braun, Mehring, & Wolpert, 2010; Grazi-

ano & Aflalo, 2007). As in these domains and others (see, e.g., Griffiths, Tenenbaum, &

Kemp, 2006), we assume that control leverages patterns of independency and opportuni-

ties for decomposition and abstraction, identifying the basic “building blocks” out of

which naturalistic tasks are comprised. On this view, control develops a representational

basis set (see Pouget & Sejnowski, 1997), suitable for parameterizing processing in an

open-ended set of naturalistic tasks. The nature of this basis set and the processes by

which it is discovered and leveraged are not yet clear. However, recent work has begun

the effort to puzzle them out.
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4.1. Discovering control-relevant structure in perception

One simple form of structure that characterizes many naturally occurring tasks con-

cerns the perceptual feature dimensions of objects. Different dimensions of perception

(shape, color, texture, size) are differentially relevant for different tasks. When sorting

laundry, color may be most relevant; but when sorting silverware, shape is likely to be

more relevant. Indeed, the ability to switch control of behavior from one stimulus dimen-

sion to another is a central feature of many neuropsychological tasks thought to index

cognitive control and PFC function (such as the Stroop, Wisconsin Card Sort, and Intradi-

mensional–Extradimensional Set-shifting tasks—MacDonald, Cohen, Stenger, & Carter,

2000; Milner, 1963; Owen, Roberts, Polkey, Sahakian, & Robbins, 1991; Weinberger,

Berman, & Daniel, 1991). Accordingly, models of these tasks all include explicit, pre-

specified representations of the stimulus dimensions relevant for that task (e.g., the Stroop

Model in Fig. 1; see also: Dehaene & Changeux, 1992; O’Reilly, Noelle, Braver, &

Cohen, 2002). The question is how and under what conditions do such abstract, dimen-

sional representations arise? Rougier, Noelle, Braver, Cohen, and O’Reilly (2005)

addressed this by constructing a model that incorporated the learning and gating mecha-

nisms outlined above, and exposing it to a task environment with an underlying dimen-

sional structure that was not pre-encoded in the model. The purpose of this effort was to

determine whether the mechanisms, thought to be characteristic of PFC and associated

control structures in the brain, were sufficient to develop abstract control representations

that generalized within and between tasks. Here, we focus on the issue of generalization,

and its relationship with the types of control representations that developed in the model.

Below, we will return to a consideration of how this generalization relied on the learning

and gating mechanisms implemented in the model.

The training environment for the Rougier et al. (2005) model comprised four different

tasks performed on a set of multidimensional stimuli (i.e., that varied in shape, color,

size, etc.). Each task involved a different set of sensory-motor mappings, but all tasks

shared two critical characteristics in common: Only one stimulus dimension was relevant

at a given time, and that dimension remained relevant (i.e., the task remained the same)

for a sequence of trials, after which it switched to another. Such conditions were con-

structed to emulate naturalistic conditions, in which individual tasks are typically per-

formed for some temporally extended period during which a particular subset of

information in the environment (e.g., stimulus dimension) remains relevant, and then the

task switches rendering other information relevant. Simulations were conducted to test

how the breadth of training experience influenced the model’s ability to generalize perfor-

mance to novel stimuli—that is, the flexibility of control. Accordingly, during training

the model was exposed to only a small subset of all potential stimuli for a given task,

and then tested on its ability to generalize performance to a much broader range of novel

ones. Furthermore, versions of the model were trained in each of two environments: One

in which it was exposed to all four tasks; and another in which it was exposed to only

two of the tasks but received twice as much training in each (to equate for overall train-

ing and number of stimuli seen). The purpose of this was to determine the extent to
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which the breadth of experience (i.e., the number of different tasks) influenced the types

of control representations that were learned and their ability to generalize.

The model learned to perform the tasks and stimuli on which it was trained equally

well in both conditions. However, when the model was trained in the broader environ-

ment, it exhibited substantially better generalization: It was able to respond accurately to

stimuli it had not previously seen in a given task substantially more often. This ability

was directly associated with the development of discrete, componential representations of

the relevant stimulus dimensions in the control layer of the network. Each unit in that

layer came to represent a single dimension and all features in that dimension. Collec-

tively, these representations formed a basis set of orthogonal vectors that spanned the

space of task-relevant processes, and that were aligned with the dimensions along which

features had to be distinguished for task performance. Thus, the control system in the

model was able to extract the dimensional structure that was relevant for performance of

the tasks. Switching between tasks became a simple matter of identifying the appropriate

dimensional representation to activate in the control layer, affording the network the abil-

ity to rapidly and flexibly adapt (i.e., reparameterize processing) as the task switched.

Rougier et al. (2005) also tested other network architectures that were matched for

overall size (e.g., number of units), but each of which lacked one or more critical ele-

ments of the control architecture outlined above (e.g., active memory, adaptive gating, as

well as top–down connectivity from the control layer to processing layers of the

network). All of these other models tended to memorize specific combinations of stimulus

features and responses rather than develop abstract representations of feature dimensions.

As a consequence, although they did as well during training, they fared substantially

worse at generalization.

Like some other work in computational cognitive control, the results of the Rougier

et al. (2005) model may appear to strain against the PDP tradition, by having favored the

development of “localist” (discrete) over “distributed” representations—that is, units that

are each committed to representing a single dimension rather than participating in the

overlapping representation of several dimensions. However, it is important to recognize

that neural networks capable of supporting distributed representation can also learn com-

ponential representations when trained on tasks for which such representations are appro-

priate (see Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, & Patterson, 1996), and “localist” systems that

represent stimuli, actions, or other entities (such as dimensions) as combinations of fea-

ture values can be interpreted as employing distributed representations. In this regard, the

localist/distributed opposition may not be the most useful way to differentiate types of

representations. Rather, it may be more useful to distinguish between orthogonal, compo-

nential representations and multicolinear or conjunctive representations. It is this opposi-

tion that is brought to the fore by the Rougier et al. (2005) model, where orthogonal,

fully componential representations were shown to support generalization better than the

conjunctive representations that emerged under other training conditions. Recent empiri-

cal evidence accords well with the idea of componential coding in cognitive control (see,

e.g., Cole, Etzel, Zacks, Schneider, & Braver, 2011). However, other computational work

has also highlighted the potential usefulness of multicolinear representation in supporting
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transfer to new tasks (e.g., Botvinick & Plaut, 2002, 2004). Furthermore, the neuroscien-

tific literature provides ample evidence for conjunctive coding of action and action con-

text (see Botvinick & Plaut, 2009), and recent computational work has considered how

such conjunctive representation may support credit assignment during learning (Botvinick,

Niv, & Barto, 2009). It thus appears likely that control may involve both orthogonal,

componential and multicolinear and conjunctive representations. Understanding where

and when control deploys these two forms of representation, and the computational

trade-offs involved in choosing between them, is an important challenge for future

research, one that falls squarely within the best PDP tradition (McClelland, McNaughton,

& O’Reilly, 1995).

4.2. Conditional structures

The Rougier et al. model focused on one aspect of task structure that might shape the

structure of control, namely the fact that different perceptual features can become persis-

tently task-relevant at different times. A related structural motif was addressed in recent

work by Collins and Frank (2013). In many tasks, the appropriate response to one percep-

tual feature dimension depends on the value of a different perceptual feature. The most

ubiquitous example of such conditional structure in everyday life arises in social contexts:

It is acceptable to open the refrigerator at home but usually not at someone else’s house.

A simpler version of this kind of conditional structure is often used in experimental stud-

ies of control, in which one set of stimulus (task cue) features determine how to respond

to other (“target”) features. Collins and Frank (2013) studied the processes by which

learners discover the conditional relationship between cue and target features. They began

by presenting participants with stimuli defined by two features: color and shape. The cor-

rect response to each stimulus depended on a simple conjunction of these two features, as

shown in Fig. 4 (left). Although inherently symmetric, behavioral analyses indicated that

participants treated the feature dimensions asymmetrically, arbitrarily encoding one (e.g.,

color) as a task cue and the other (e.g., shape) as the target feature. This was evident in

reaction times, which displayed switch-cost effects when the feature value on the “task-

cue” dimension alternated between trials. It also manifested in generalization. When

shapes in a new color were introduced into the stimulus set, the ease with which partici-

pants learned to respond to these new stimuli was influenced by the way in which they

had initially assigned feature dimensions to cue and target roles (see Fig. 4).

An interesting aspect of the Collins and Frank (2013) paradigm is that participants’

separation of stimulus features into cue and target roles was not, in fact, computationally

necessary. The task could, in principle, have been performed accurately by simply encod-

ing shape and color conjunctively, without ordering the stimulus features in any way.

Collins and Frank (2013) offered two interrelated explanations for why participants none-

theless arrived at an ordered, cue-target encoding. Simulating the observed behavior using

a Bayesian model, they suggested that learning is shaped by an inductive prior imple-

menting the assumption that stimulus features often cue “task sets,” latent states specify-

ing particular stimulus-response mappings, dissociable from the specific cues that signal
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their relevance. Clearly, a prior of this kind would only be adaptive if it captures a genu-

ine regularity in the task environment, namely one whereby disparate stimulus cues can

map to a single underlying set of behavioral contingencies. It does seem plausible that

this is a commonly encountered phenomenon in everyday activity.

Alongside their Bayesian model, Collins and Frank (2013) presented a neural network

model, centering on the gating mechanism discussed earlier. They showed that introduc-

ing a layered or hierarchical arrangement into the gating model (in much the same spirit

as Reynolds & O’Reilly, 2009) can spontaneously yield the kind of ordered, cue-target

encoding observed experimentally. Collins and Frank (2013) proposed that the architec-

ture and learning mechanisms implemented in this network model could be viewed as

implementing the inductive prior involved in their Bayesian model.

A1 A2

A3 A4

A1

A1

A2

A4

Fig. 4. Left: The task studied by Collins and Frank (2013). During initial training, participants learned to

respond to four stimuli (red triangle, red circle, yellow triangle, yellow square) with unique actions (A1-4).

Later, triangles and circles in two new colors (blue and green) were introduced. Participants who had learned

to treat color as a task cue showed better transfer to the new color (blue) whose shape-response associations

matched those earlier linked to another color (red). Right: State space of the Tower of Hanoi task. The Tower

of Hanoi involves a set of disks of varying sizes, each of which can be placed on any of three posts. The task

is to move the disks one by one to reach a specified goal configuration, with the constraint that no disk can

ever be placed on top of a smaller one. The figure builds up the task’s state space starting with a single disk.

The blue graph reflects the fact that, in the single-disk case, there are three possible game states (graph

nodes), with transitions possible between every pair (edges). The green graph shows what happens when a

second (larger) disk is added. Note that this situation involves an asymmetric precondition constraint: The

smaller blue disk can be moved to any post without reference to the position of the green disk, but the posi-

tion of the blue disk strongly constrains where the larger green disk can be moved (and whether it can legally

be moved at all). This asymmetry induces an interesting hierarchical structure in the state-space graph. Spe-

cifically, the graph comprises three triangular cliques, throughout each of which the green disk occupies a

specific post. Adding a third, still-larger red disk adds further asymmetric constraints: Movements of the

green disk are unconstrained by the red disk, but the green disk (along with the blue disk) strongly limits the

moves available to the red disk. As shown in the red graph, these relations induce a further layer of structure

in the state space. The three-disk graph contains three large clusters corresponding to the three possible red-

disk positions, each of which subsumes three clusters reflecting the three possible green-disk positions. The

resulting structure illustrates the general point that networks of asymmetric preconditions naturally induce

hierarchical task structures, comprising clusters or “communities” of states separated by state space bottle-

necks (see Schapiro et al., 2013).
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4.3. Hierarchical structure

Collins and Frank (2013) conceptualized the “higher level” feature dimensions in their

task as cueing task sets or response policies. However, there is another (not incompatible)

way of interpreting the kind of conditional structure revealed by their work that provides

another perspective on its relevance to control. Specifically, one could regard one set of

stimulus features as setting preconditions for particular action outcomes: In the Collins

and Frank task (see Fig. 4), an A1 response to a triangle stimulus will result in positive

feedback only if the stimulus color is red. Color here sets a precondition for a particular

shape-response outcome. Preconditions of this kind are ubiquitous in naturalistic task set-

tings—To enter one’s home, one must have the door open. To open the door, it must be

unlocked. To unlock the door, one must have the key. . .—a fact that has led precondi-

tions to play a central role in artificial intelligence models of planning (a core function of

cognitive control).

An interesting structural property of preconditions, as they arise in real-world tasks, is

that they are characteristically asymmetric: To unlock a door, I must have the key, but

whether the door is locked has no bearing on my ability to access the key. This kind of

asymmetry has important ramifications for task structure, and consequently for the struc-

ture of control. As illustrated in Fig. 4 (right), based on a classic cognitive control task

(the Tower of Hanoi task), networks of asymmetric preconditions naturally induce hierar-

chical structure in behavioral state space. When the state space is visualized as a graph,

this hierarchical structure manifests as a clustering of nodes into densely interconnected

groups separated by bottleneck-like edges, a pattern that is referred to in the complex

networks literature as “community structure” (Botvinick, 2008, 2012).

This kind of structure presents an opportunity for control processes. Computational stud-

ies have firmly established that when an agent inhabits a state space with community struc-

ture, the agent’s capacity to plan can be dramatically enhanced if it learns to treat the

bottlenecks between clusters as subgoals (Simsek, 2008; Simsek, Wolfe, & Barto, 2005).

This kind of strategic subgoal selection is a perfect example of the kind of metaoptimization

we have hypothesized for human cognitive control, according to which the representations

involved in control are themselves adapted to the structure of target tasks.

Recent behavioral and fMRI work suggest that human planners do indeed identify

bottlenecks in task space, using these as subgoals for planning. In a study by Solway

et al. (in press) (see Diuk, Schapiro, Cordova, & Botvinick, 2013), participants were pre-

sented with a set of “landmarks” (e.g., post office, school) and learned their adjacency

relations within a fictive town. These adjacencies were based on a graph with strong com-

munity structure, with one bottleneck location linking two clusters of nodes with dense

internal connections. (Importantly, the graphs themselves were never shown to the partici-

pants.) Once the adjacency relations among the town’s landmarks had been learned, par-

ticipants were then asked to make “deliveries” in the town, navigating each time from a

specified point of origin to a specified goal, and receiving a reward that varied inversely

with the number of steps taken to complete the delivery. Before beginning these deliver-

ies, however, the subject was asked to select one landmark as a location for a “bus stop,”
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understanding that he or she could “jump” to this location from any other during the

deliveries, potentially reducing the number of steps taken. Without knowledge of the spe-

cific upcoming delivery assignments, the optimal bus-stop choice corresponds to the bot-

tleneck, and participants overwhelmingly selected this location. Follow-up experiments

demonstrated that participants focused in on bottleneck locations even without the scaf-

folding provided by the bus-stop choice, clearly using these locations as subgoals in plan-

ning (see Solway et al., in press).

How might control processes identify task bottlenecks as useful subgoals? This is a

non-trivial learning problem, as bottlenecks are not necessarily marked by any superficial

distinguishing features (as indeed they were not in the experiment just described). One

possible method for identifying bottlenecks, and the community structure they imply, was

proposed in a recent study by Schapiro, Rogers, Cordova, Turk-Browne, and Botvinick

(2013). This work focused on sequences generated by a random walk in the graph shown

in Fig. 5 (left). The graph shows obvious community structure, with three clusters of

nodes separated by three bottleneck edges. Schapiro et al. (2013) pointed out that the

community structure of the graph could be identified from the sequences generated from

it, if an effort was simply made to predict each item in those sequences. To illustrate the

point, Schapiro et al. implemented a three-layer neural network (Fig. 5, center), with one

input unit and one output unit for each node in the graph. The network was trained, when

given an input representing a single node, to produce an output indicating the nodes that

could come next in the sequence (as illustrated in the figure). Schapiro et al. found that,

following training, the model’s internal or hidden representations directly revealed the

community structure of the underlying graph; nodes lying within the same community

were represented more similarly than nodes lying in different communities (Fig. 5, right).

An fMRI study provided evidence that this same effect arises in neural event representa-

tions. Here, Schapiro et al. assigned a distinctive visual stimulus to each vertex of the

graph in Fig. 5, and participants viewed these stimuli in sequences generated based on a

random walk through the underlying graph (the graph itself was never shown). Multi-

voxel pattern analysis revealed regions of frontal and temporal cortex within which the

patterns of activity induced by individual stimuli displayed the similarity relations illus-

trated in Fig. 5 (right).

4.4. Capacity limitations in cognitive control

The idea that control adapts to the structure of the task environment may provide an

explanation not only for why control is powerful but also for another of its most charac-

teristic features: The remarkable limitation that people have in the capacity to simulta-

neously carry out more than one control-demanding task at a time (i.e., to multitask).

From the outset, this capacity limitation was considered to be a defining feature of con-

trolled processing (e.g., Posner & Snyder, 1975; Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977), and it con-

tinues to be central to debates concerning multitasking that have broad social significance

(e.g., the use of cell phones while driving). While capacity constraints are assumed by

most theories of control, few have addressed the nature or source of this limitation.
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Typically these are thought to arise from some form of structural constraint or central

“resource” limitation, though the specific nature of the resource involved is rarely speci-

fied. Some theories (e.g., Anderson, 1983; Baddeley, 1986) have linked the constraints on

control to the long recognized capacity limits of working memory (Miller, 1956). How-

ever, these too stipulate rather than explain the limitation. Furthermore, the notion of a

resource limitation is startling if one considers that control processes are supported by

PFC, a structure that occupies approximately one-third of the human neocortex and com-

prises about 3 billion neurons.

An alternative approach to understanding limitations in the capacity for control is to

consider that these may arise from functional (computational) rather than structural con-

straints. In particular, they may reflect another form of metaoptimization as control mech-

anisms adapt to the representational structure of the task environment. The latter often

involves multiplexed representations; that is, sets of representations that are used for dif-

ferent purposes by different tasks. This introduces the problem of cross talk, in which

two tasks try to make use of the same representational resources for different purposes at

the same time. This idea has roots in early “multiple resources” theories of attention

(Allport, 1982; Logan, 1985; Navon & Gopher, 1979; Wickens, 1984). These argued that

the degradation in behavior observed when people try to multitask may be due to cross

talk in processing, rather than the constrained resources of a single, centralized control

mechanism. A classic example contrasts the ability to echo an auditory stream while

simultaneously typing visually presented text, with the ability to simultaneously read

aloud and take dictation. The former pair is relatively easy to learn, while the latter is

considerably more difficult (Shaffer, 1975). The multiple resources explanation suggests

that echoing and copy-typing involve non-overlapping processing pathways (one audi-

tory-phonological-verbal and the other visual-orthographic-manual). In contrast, reading

and dictation involve the shared use of both phonological and orthographic representa-

tions (see Fig. 6). In such situations, control may be needed to serialize processing, so

that cross talk does not arise within the shared resources. Note that, on this account, the

limitation (and serial processing) arises from cross talk within a set of “local” resources

Fig. 5. Left: The graph studied by Schapiro et al. (2013). Center: A neural network trained to predict the next

node to be visited in a random walk on the graph. Right: A multidimensional scaling rendering of the internal

representations arising in the neural network for inputs corresponding to each of the 15 nodes in the graph.

Colors correspond to those in the left panel. Adapted from Schapiro et al. (2013), with permission.
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rather than from a capacity constraint on a centralized control resource. Control helps

solve the cross talk problem, although its consistent engagement under such circum-

stances (and therefore close association with them) could engender the misinterpretation

that control is a source of, rather than a solution to capacity constraints on performance.

Continuing debate about the centralized versus distributed nature of capacity constraints

has centered on the psychological refractory period (Pashler, 1984; Welford, 1952)

observed for dual task performance—a seemingly immutable degradation in performance

when participants are required to perform two tasks at the same time. While one line of

argument maintains that the universality of this observation is evidence of a centralized

capacity limitation, at least one modeling effort (using the EPIC production system archi-

tecture; Meyer & Kieras, 1997a, b) has explained many of the observed phenomena in

terms of the scheduling problems induced by more local forms of cross talk.

The PDP framework offers an alternative perspective that may help reconcile seem-

ingly opposing views on this issue. This builds on the ideas introduced by the Stroop

model and generalized by GAT. The Stroop model provides an example of how control

mechanisms can solve the problem of cross talk. However, it does so in the isolated con-

text of a single pair of processing pathways. These map two sources of information

(colors and words) onto a single set of (verbal) responses. In the brain, of course, these

would be intertwined with many others pathways (for example, responding to colors by

making other kinds of motor responses, such as stopping when seeing red; see Fig. 7).

Furthermore, to the extent that the representations in PFC are relatively abstract (e.g., the

dimension “color”), having been learned under the pressure for generalization (i.e., to

span a variety of potential tasks as discussed above), then activating them runs the risk of

facilitating pathways that are currently irrelevant to task performance. This is not a prob-

lem so long as there are no inputs driving the flow of activity along those other pathways.

However, if another task is being performed, then there is once again the risk cross talk.

Fig. 6. Examples of dual task performance. Left panel: The two tasks do not draw upon any representations

in common (i.e., processing pathways are non-overlapping), and thus there is no cross talk. Right panel: Both

tasks draw upon the same representations (there is pathway overlap), and thus multitasking is subject to cross

talk.
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More generally, it may be that there is a tension between the flexibility of control

(related to the generality of control representations) and the risk of cross talk. The sever-

ity of this tension would, in turn, be closely related to the density of mappings and over-

lap of the pathways responsible for the performance of different tasks. That is, the

control system may face yet another trade-off, between multitasking (executing multiple

processes at once) and multiplexing (using the same representations for different tasks).

A simple analogy is the problem faced in designing a network of train tracks and then

scheduling the trains: Increasing the directness of connections between sources and desti-

nations necessarily increases the density of tracks and therefore the number of crossing

points. Managing these, in turn, requires limiting the number of trains that are running at

the same time or carefully scheduling their transit (e.g., by restricting the number of

green lights that can be simultaneously lit at crossing points). By analogy, dense overlap

of representations in the brain (multiplexing) may be an efficient way of encoding

Fig. 7. An extension of the Stroop model (see Fig. 1) illustrating the problem of cross talk associated with

multitask performance. Additional stimuli (sounds), responses (stop and go), and control representations (for

the sound stimulus dimension, and motor responses) have been added to the model, allowing several new

tasks to be performed. (Note that tasks now require both dimension and response control representations to

be activated. This was implicit in the original Stroop model; see Cohen et al., 1990, Simulation 6 for a dis-

cussion, and Botvinick, Buxbaum, & Jax, 2009; for related ideas). Tasks involving pathways that do not over-

lap can be performed without cross talk (e.g., word reading and go-no-go to a sound). However, several tasks

overlap and these cannot be performed without the risk of cross talk. These require that the control represen-

tations associated with only one task be active at a time. For example, go-no-go to sounds (control represen-

tations: “do” and “sound”) cannot be performed at the same time as color naming (control representations:

“say” and “color”) without risking cross talk. This is due to the generality of the color control representation,

which makes it useful for both the color naming and go-no-go tasks. This illustrates the tension between

generality of control representations and overlap of pathways.
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information (and serving concomitant functions, such as constraint satisfaction and simi-

larity-based inference); however, this brings with it the potential for interference due to

cross talk and thus may limit the number of control representations that can be activated

at once in PFC (multitasking). This difficulty, coupled with the pressures to develop con-

trol representations that are general and thereby flexible (i.e., have the potential to impact

a wide range of representations involved in processing) would contribute to constraints in

the number of control representations that can be safely activated at once. Accordingly,

the control system may have adapted to the task environment by imposing its own limita-

tions on the number of active representations, to avoid the perils of cross talk. From this

vantage, while capacity constraints might lie within the control system itself, these could

be viewed as a response to the characteristics of the processing architecture over which

they preside, reflecting an optimization that favored flexibility in control and the effi-

ciency of multiplexing representations over the capacity for multitasking. This is consis-

tent with the EVC theory of cognitive control (Shenhav et al., 2013). As discussed above,

this proposes that—in deciding whether and which controlled processes to implement—
the control system takes into account the potential costs associated with their execution.

Such costs include the potential for interference from cross talk that arises from simulta-

neously engaging multiple processes.

Recent modeling work has quantitatively addressed these ideas. Feng et al. (2014)

examined, in networks of the sort shown in Fig. 6, the extent to which increasing path-

way overlap (multiplexing) incurred interference costs (from cross talk), and how this

impacted the optimal control policy—that is, the number of tasks that could be performed

at once (multitasking), taking account of the performance of each. Specifically, they sim-

ulated networks of various sizes with multiple pathways, each of which was subject to

control and, for each network configuration, determined the control policy that maximized

aggregate performance (i.e., the number of tasks to which control should be allocated that

maximized reward rate over the entire network). They then examined how this varied as

a function of pathway overlap and network size. They found that introducing even modest

amounts of pathway overlap dramatically constrained the capacity for multitasking, and

that this effect was largely insensitive to the size of the network. This supports the idea

that capacity constraints in control may, in fact, reflect an optimization: In the face of

pathway overlap and multiplexing (which have their own value), it is optimal for the sys-

tem to favor restrictions in the allocation of control to a limited number of processes.

This work conforms to the two central tenets of the PDP approach that we have empha-

sized: It explains capacity constraints as arising from an interaction between the environ-

ment (in this case, one that includes the rest of the brain), the structure of the control

architecture, and the optimization of performance; and, in so doing, it offers to explain

rather stipulate the capacity constraints of control.

4.5. The neural environment

We have been considering, from various angles, the idea that control functions may be

shaped to dovetail with the statistical structure of the task environment. This idea accords
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with an important tenet of the PDP approach, namely that processing mechanisms are

shaped by an interaction between general purpose learning algorithms and the structure of

the environment in which the system must learn to function. However, classic work in

the PDP tradition adds an important extension to this idea: In complex systems, process-

ing within any subsystem will be shaped not only by external inputs but also by the ways

in which those inputs are processed by the rest of the system (see Plaut et al., 1996). The

implications of this point are particularly stark in the case of cognitive control, as control

is more or less defined by the fact that its most direct interface is not with the external

environment, but with the rest of the processing system. The point is immediately evident

from the neuroanatomy underlying cognitive control, in the sense that the key structure

underlying cognitive control, the PFC, bears no direct connections to primary sensory or

motor areas. The “environment” for prefrontal control mechanisms is, essentially, the rest

of the brain. It is thus not only the structure of the external task environment but also the

properties of the brain structures that are “controlled” that sets the terms of the metaop-

timization problem faced by the PFC. This extends from perceptual and semantic repre-

sentations in occipital and temporal cortex, to sensorimotor maps in parietal cortex and

representations of actions and habits in premotor cortex and basal ganglia. One might say

that these are the “keys of the piano” on which the PFC must learn to compose its pieces;

accordingly, the characteristics of these keys shape the representations that develop within

the PFC itself (see Dayan, 2007 for further discussion).

Included in this internal environment is the episodic memory system, critical compo-

nents of which (e.g., the hippocampus) are housed within the medial temporal lobes.

This system supports fast (e.g., one-shot) learning and has dense connections with the

PFC. One important function served by these is the use of context and control mecha-

nisms in the PFC to guide retrieval of information from episodic memory. This idea has

been formalized in mathematical models (e.g., Howard & Kahana, 2002; Polyn &

Kahana, 2008) as well as in a PDP model (Polyn, Norman, & Kahana, 2009), and it

has received support from neuroimaging data (Jenkins & Ranganath, 2010). However,

the interaction may also run in the reverse direction: The PFC may use the episodic

memory system to “cache” control representations for future use, which could serve a

valuable role in prospective memory and planning behavior. Planning often involves the

need to schedule a control-demanding behavior in the future, at a time well beyond the

interval over which the control representation(s) can be actively maintained in the PFC.

Cohen and O’Reilly (1996) proposed that the control system may exploit an alternative

prospective memory strategy, which is to call to mind the relevant control representa-

tions (i.e., activate them in the PFC) and associate them (by way of hippocampally

mediated episodic memory) with the environmental circumstances under which they

should be elicited. The control system could then rely on the episodic memory system

to retrieve the relevant control representations when the circumstances are appropriate,

to be maintained actively in working memory during the behavioral epoch over which

control is actually needed. This would provide a mechanism for what Gollwitzer (1993)

described as the process of forming “implementation intentions” in the context of goal

pursuit.
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Note that this use of episodic memory to “bind” a control representation to a novel

context implements a form of flexibility that is closely akin to, if not identical with the

substitutability of symbols discussed above, and thus may reflect another means by which

the control system achieves flexibility. The decision to rely on episodic memory to

retrieve control representations when they are needed, rather than actively maintain them,

is also another example of the trade-off between reactive versus proactive control referred

to earlier. In the context of planning and prospective memory, the trade-off in costs

favors reactive rather than proactive control. The point to be made here is that this trade-

off represents another instance of an optimization problem faced by the control system

(e.g., in the PFC) in its deployment of resources in the rest of the brain.

If control mechanisms are shaped by the rest of the processing system, it seems likely

that the converse is also true, and that neural systems for perception, action, attention,

and memory are shaped by their interaction with control. This kind of coevolution has

been an important motif in PDP models in other domains (see, e.g., Plaut et al., 1996),

and we suspect the relevant principles continue to hold for control and the systems with

which it interacts. To provide a simple illustration, we revisit the Stroop model from

Cohen et al. (1990). Here, control serves to switch among parallel pathways from percep-

tion to action, one subserving color naming, the other word reading. Clearly, the appropri-

ate set of control (task) representations, and their connections with the rest of the system,

directly reflects the specific structure of these input–output pathways. However, the path-

ways themselves only make functional sense if there are control inputs to regulate the flow

of activation. Less obviously, the involvement of control may also determine which path-

way comes to dominate the other, that is which task is “automatic” and which “con-

trolled.” If, as we have recently proposed, control is costly (see Botvinick, 2007a, b; Kool

et al., 2010; McGuire & Botvinick, 2010), then it makes sense to automatize the task that

occurs most frequently, as this minimizes the frequency with which control will be

demanded. In this sense, the association between task frequency and automaticity, as high-

lighted by Cohen et al. (1990), may be thought of as a cost-minimizing metaoptimization.

4.6. Are control mechanisms structurally distinct from other processing mechanisms?

We began this section by raising the question of how control assumes its form, and

how this responds to the structure of the task environment. To this point, we have

focused on the representations involved in control. However, another closely related ques-

tion, foreshadowed by the previous section, is how the mechanisms responsible for con-

trol fit within the overall physical architecture of the processing system itself. From the

beginning, models of cognitive control have assumed that control is not only functionally

distinct from other domains of processing (cf. the earlier discussion of controlled vs.

automatic processing), but that it is also architecturally distinct, occupying its own, dedi-

cated apparatus in the overall information-processing system (e.g., within the PFC, basal

ganglia, and brainstem). Even PDP models (such as the Stroop model), which reject the

idea that control requires qualitatively distinct types of mechanisms, nevertheless allow

that control may rely on specific structures. This assumption appears to be strongly
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supported by convergent neuroscientific evidence, which suggests that critical elements of

control functions are localized within portions of the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Miller

& Cohen, 2001), and closely associated portions of the medial frontal and superior parie-

tal cortex (Duncan, 2010; Duncan & Owen, 2000), basal ganglia (O’Reilly & Frank,

2005), and brainstem (Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005; Braver & Cohen, 2000).

While models of control have generally assumed the architectural segregation of con-

trol functions, it has rarely been considered “why” such segregation might exist: What

are its computational implications, and what phylogenetic or ontogenetic forces might be

responsible for it? To motivate the question, it is worth noting that at least some of the

functions attributed to cognitive control do not, in fact, strictly require that it be architec-

turally segregated. For example, Botvinick and Plaut (2004) presented a model addressing

aspects of hierarchically structured behavior generally considered to rely on prefrontal-

based cognitive control mechanisms (see, e.g., Fuster, 1985). However, this model

involved no structural module dedicated to control. Instead, the context-appropriate con-

trol of behavior arose out of the learned dynamics of a structurally undifferentiated group

of neuron-like units (see Fig. 3, top right). Representational hierarchy embedded in the

same structural elements was shown to be sufficient for hierarchical behavior, without

requiring architectural segregation.

If architectural segregation is not strictly necessary for control, then what are we to

make of the neuroscientific data suggesting that control functions so frequently seem to

rely on specific, identifiable structures in the brain? Botvinick (2007a, b) examined this

question in a follow-up to the simulations reported in Botvinick and Plaut (2004). This

work built on Fuster’s (1985) characterization of the prefrontal cortex as occupying the

apex of a hierarchy of cortical regions. Botvinick (2007a, b) reimplemented the neural

network model from Botvinick and Plaut (2004) but introduced an architectural structure

mirroring Fuster’s hierarchy (see Fig. 3, bottom). Following training on a hierarchical

task, units at the apex of the hierarchy were found to play a disproportionate role in the

representation of temporally extended context. Thus, although this spatial differentiation

of function was not computationally necessary—as demonstrated by Botvinick and Plaut

(2004)—it nonetheless emerged, when the system architecture assumed a particular initial

structure (see also Paine & Tani, 2005).

Related findings were reported by Reynolds and O’Reilly (2009). Here, a hierarchical

pattern of connectivity was imposed among the working-memory modules or “stripes” of

the O’Reilly and Frank (2005) and Rougier et al. (2005) gating models. This architectural

constraint led units higher in the hierarchical structure spontaneously to assume a role in

representing temporal context. As in the Botvinick (2007a, b) model, learning exploited

architectural hierarchy to develop spatial differentiation of function. Most recently, Krie-

te, Noelle, Cohen, and O’Reilly (2013) have shown that such hierarchical structure may

contribute critically to the flexibility of the control system, allowing the system to dis-

cover a form of indirection and thus approximate the representational power of fully sym-

bolic systems.

The Botvinick (2007a, b) and Reynolds and O’Reilly (2009) models push beyond the

usual assumption that control is architecturally distinct from other domains of processing,
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to understand the conditions under which such segregation might arise. However, there is

also the subtly different question of whether this segregation is in some way computation-

ally advantageous. Returning to the heuristic assumption that control is shaped by a pro-

cess of optimization, it seems natural to ask whether architecturally separating control

representations from other representations may serve this optimization.

In considering this question, it may be useful to return to the idea that control provides

a basis set for representing naturally occurring tasks. As in other domains (e.g., vision,

motor function, spatial cognition, and language), this basis set must carve naturalistic

tasks at their joints, embodying patterns of statistical independency and covariation. This

was illustrated by the Rougier et al. (2005) model, which was able to extract the relevant

basis set—an explicit representation of abstract stimulus dimensions—for flexible task

performance and generalization. Rougier et al. showed that the ability to learn these rep-

resentations and to exhibit generalization relied on specific architectural and functional

specializations of the control system that are thought to exist in the brain, including a

segregated PFC layer with dense recurrent connectivity capable of actively maintaining

control representations, and an adaptive gating mechanism capable of updating those rep-

resentations when the task changed. As noted above, Kriete et al. (2013) extended this

argument to show that including a bias toward hierarchical structure allows the system to

develop the capacity for indirection, and thus substantially increase its capacity for flexi-

ble generalization.

These examples help illustrate how the influence of architectural biases on representa-

tional structure can have normative value. It is tempting to speculate that evolution has

programmed the human brain with architectural biases that favor the development of a

prefrontal cortex, its connections with basal ganglia, and dopaminergic neuromodulation

because these permit more efficient and effective extraction of representations that can

subserve task control in as general a manner as possible.

Another speculation is inspired by work applying the PDP framework to quite a differ-

ent area: Semantic cognition. Rogers and McClelland (2004) have argued that the repre-

sentation of concepts requires a “hub region,” positioned so as to collate inputs from a

wide range of domain-specific sources (different sensory modalities, high-level motor rep-

resentations, language centers, etc.), and capable of discovering patterns of coherent

covariation among these sources. A candidate neuroanatomic structure for this role,

Rogers and McClelland propose, lies in anterior temporal cortex. Analogous computa-

tional considerations would seem likely to apply in the domain of cognitive control.

Control, by its very nature, requires bidirectional connections with a very wide variety of

domain-specific processors (related, again, to perceptual modalities, motor representations,

and language, as well as episodic memory, reward and motivation, and conceptual knowl-

edge). And indeed PFC is, by no coincidence, one of the most widely connected struc-

tures in the brain. However, to adaptively control the structures it interacts with, the PFC

must do more than simply connect with them. As we have sought to emphasize, it must

discover a set of representations appropriate to the task of control. Like Rogers’ and

McClelland’s semantic hub, the PFC must identify patterns of coherent covariation,

including feature dimensions, conditional dependencies among stimulus features, and
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hierarchical relationships, among other formal structures, some of which may play out

only over time. The anatomical position of the PFC as a hub region may be important to

its ability to discover powerful representations for control.

5. Conclusion

Our review has focused on three critical challenges faced by efforts to understand the

computational mechanisms underlying cognitive control: How is control executed? How

do control mechanisms adapt to changes in performance and the environment? And what

structural and functional specializations characterize the mechanisms subserving control?

The last question is the most difficult and, as yet, least fully addressed. Unpacked, it

points to questions about the nature of control representations, how these emerge, and

how their emergence depends on and interacts with the task environment and the rest of

the brain. These questions define the current frontiers of research on cognitive control

and the function of prefrontal cortex and associated structures.

We have argued that such research will profit from a normative approach that has pro-

ven to be productive in other areas of cognitive and neuroscientific research. This

approach assumes that brain mechanisms have evolved to optimize their function by

adapting to the features of the environment to which they must respond, and optimizing

the balance in trade-offs that are inherent to any processing system (such as flexibility vs.

efficiency; multitasking vs. multiplexing; and possibly others beyond the scope of this

review, such exploration vs. exploitation—see Aston-Jones & Cohen, 2005). This

approach seems particularly well suited for understanding a set of mechanisms the very

purpose of which can be defined in terms of optimization: Control mechanisms can be

viewed as optimally parameterizing task processes to maximize rewards. As with other

mechanisms in the brain, the terms of this optimization problem are set by the environ-

ment. In the case of control, this includes not only the external environment (over which

tasks must operate) but also the internal environment of the brain itself—that is, the char-

acteristics of the brain mechanisms over which control must operate. Perhaps the most

interesting challenge for research on control is the problem of metaoptimization: How the

functional organization of control takes shape within its specific external and neural envi-

ronment, assuming a form that supports adaptive performance across task domains. We

identified several directions in which such efforts are headed, working toward an under-

standing of how control representations and processes themselves take shape.

At the heart of these efforts is the challenge to explain how control mechanisms

emerge and function in a self-organizing manner. The PDP approach provides a natural

framework within which to meet this challenge. We have outlined work illustrating how

such interactions may give rise to a functional architecture that includes segregated com-

ponents specialized for control. However, a concern sometimes voiced in discussions

about PDP models of control is that structural segregation and functional specialization

run counter to the grain of the PDP approach. These could be construed as violating the

dictum that one should avoid stipulating what one seeks to explain. We deeply appreciate
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the discipline that this tenet of the PDP approach has brought to the model building

enterprise. However, like any form of discipline, it can be overly restrictive if applied too

aggressively. As we hope to have illustrated, the study of control and its neural imple-

mentation has presented us with two strong observations: Empirically, the brain appears

to have specialized apparatus closely associated with the capacity for control; and, com-

putationally, the capacity for control seems to profit directly from certain forms of func-

tional specialization and structural segregation that happen to be observed empirically. As

our review indicates, recent models have begun to reveal how relatively low-level spe-

cializations (e.g., recurrent connectivity supporting active maintenance, and reinforcement

learning supporting adaptive gating) give rise to the higher level phenomena of interest

(e.g., the capacity for flexible allocation of control). In this regard, not only do these

models avert concerns about directly stipulating what is to be explained, but they adhere

closely to the other fundamental goal of the PDP approach: to understand how the behav-

ior of interest emerges from of an interaction between the native structure of the informa-

tion-processing system, the structure of the behavioral domain, and domain-general

learning and decision-making mechanisms that seek to optimize function. In these

respects, we believe that the PDP approach is alive and well within the domain of

cognitive control.
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